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The S&P 500 and MSCI ACWI closed 2020 at all-time
highs—a stunning outcome, few would predict amidst a
global pandemic. Record levels of fiscal stimulus, ultra-low
interest rates and low-inflation collectively set the tempo to
an equity anthem. While growth trounced value on a full
year basis, a shift occurred in the fourth quarter. Value
bested growth, small cap issues outperformed their large
cap brethren and investors increased their appetite for risk,
favoring emerging markets over developed peers and U.S.
equities.

opportunities within health care, the deferment and runway of
Android refresh cycles, as well as the potential to create value
through capital allocation present further upside for shares.

For the quarter, the Ariel Small/Mid Cap Value Composite
advanced +28.99% gross of fees (+28.66% net of fees),
ahead of both the similarly positioned Russell 2500 Value
Index’s gain of +28.51% and the Russell 2500 Index,
which returned +27.41%.

Additionally, after being a bottom contributor last quarter,
shares of Madison Square Garden Entertainment Corporation
(MSGE) reversed course and rebounded sharply higher.
Although MSGE’s venues remained closed due to COVID-19
restrictions, investor sentiment has softened as the vaccine
rollout continues. Meanwhile, MSGE implemented workforce
reduction and cash preservation plans while also raising debt to
shore up its capital position. In our view, the company has
enough liquidity to withstand the current cash burn until event
attendance normalizes, at which point, we think MSGE’s
venues are positioned to see a more rapid return to higher
usage than peers.

Some holdings in the portfolio advanced considerably this
quarter. Toy manufacturer Mattel, Inc. (MAT) advanced in
the period on better than expected top and bottom line
results. Demand at retail exhibited the resilience of the
company’s brands, while e-commerce continued to build
momentum heading into the holiday season. MAT also
delivered gross margin improvement for the third
sequential quarter, announced plans to pay down debt
with excess free cash flow and reissued full year 2020
guidance. Looking ahead, we believe the company has
sufficient liquidity to navigate the COVID-19 operating
environment and remain encouraged by management’s
successful execution on the Structural Simplification Plan
and cost savings initiatives. We have conviction in the
leadership team’s ability to transform MAT into an IPdriven, high performing toy company.

By comparison, several positions weighed on relative
performance in the quarter. Branded home improvement and
building products manufacturer Masco Corp (MAS) was the
greatest detractor from relative performance in the period. We
believe this price action runs counter to the strong
fundamentals in the business. MAS delivered another quarter of
strong results, as both the plumbing and decorative
architectural products segments significantly outperformed
consensus. Management also issued guidance above Wall
Street expectations and announced the resumption of share
buybacks. Near term, we believe MAS is well positioned to
capitalize on growing interest in do-it-yourself home
enhancement. Longer term, we expect the company to enhance
its operating profitability, as it continues to benefit from scale,
technological know-how and the positioning of its supply
chain.

Bar code manufacturer Zebra Technologies, Inc. (ZBRA)
also traded materially higher in the quarter. Investor
enthusiasm around the company’s Temptime Vaccine Vial
Monitor, which may play an important role in COVID-19
distribution strategies, along with increased interest from
GARP investors within the industrial space drove the rerating. Meanwhile, ZBRA’s strong order backlog, sales
momentum and encouraging pipeline of business

Leading manufacturer of consumer food products, J.M. Smucker
Co. (SJM) also weighed on performance in the period. Although
SJM delivered an earnings beat and held an analyst day where
it highlighted an improved focus on execution of key priorities
and provided aspirational long-term financial targets, investors
remain on the sidelines. In our view, achievement of the
articulated operating and earnings goals would drive a rerating of the stock in-line with its packaged food peers. At
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today’s valuation, we continue to see the risk/reward
skewed to the upside.
Lastly, title insurer First American Financial Corporation
(FAF) weighed on relative returns in the period. We believe
this price action runs counter to the company’s continued
success. FAF delivered solid quarterly results highlighted by
record pre-tax title margins, strong order trends in both the
purchase and refinance businesses and continued cost
efficiencies. The firm also initiated a process to sell its noncore property and casualty business, increased its dividend
and announced an expansion of its share repurchase
program. Looking forward, we believe the market
continues to underappreciate FAF’s scale and operating
leverage and think there continues to be a long runway for
earnings and intrinsic value growth.
We did not add any new holdings or eliminate any
positions during the quarter.
Although concerns over rising coronavirus infections have
been overshadowed by positive vaccine developments, the
widespread pain on Main Street, including pronounced
unemployment, battered small businesses, social unrest
and political dysfunction remain headwinds. We view such
risks as short-term discord within the context of our longterm investment horizon. We retain a “glass half full”
outlook and believe the economy will continue to receive
meaningful support from a dovish Fed, easing restrictions
and the promise that vaccines will pave the way to a
return to normalcy. Meanwhile, we stand ready to take
advantage of any pull backs in the market on negative
news. We strongly believe the dedicated, contrarian,
patient investor that stays the course and consistently
owns differentiated businesses with solid competitive
positioning and robust balance sheets will deliver superior
returns over the long-run.

Investing in small- and mid-cap companies is more risky
and volatile than investing in large cap companies. The
intrinsic value of the stocks in which the portfolio invests
may never be recognized by the broader market. The
portfolio is often concentrated in fewer sectors than its
benchmarks, and its performance may suffer if these
sectors underperform the overall stock market.
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Past performance does not guarantee future results.
Performance results are net of transaction costs and reflect the
reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. For the period
ended 12/31/20 the performance (net of fees) for the Ariel
Small/Mid Cap Value Composite for the 1-, 3-, and 5-year
periods was +10.81%, +6.46%, and +9.41%, respectively.
For the period ended 12/31/20 the performance for the Russell
2500 Value Index and the Russell 2500 Index for the 1-, 3-,
and 5-year periods was +4.88%, +4.34%, and +9.43%, and
+19.99%, +11.33%, and +13.64%, respectively. Net
performance of the Ariel Small/Mid Cap Value Composite has
been reduced by the amount of the highest fee charged to any
client in the Composite during the performance period. Actual
fees may vary depending on, among other things, the
applicable fee schedule and portfolio size. A complete fee
schedule is available upon request and may also be found in
Ariel Investments LLC’s Form ADV, Part 2. Returns are
expressed in U.S. dollars. Current performance may be lower or
higher than the performance data quoted. The Ariel Small/Mid
Cap Value Composite differs from its primary benchmark in that
it has fewer holdings and more concentration in fewer sectors.
The opinions expressed are current as of the date of this
commentary but are subject to change. The information
provided in this commentary does not provide information
reasonably sufficient upon which to base an investment
decision and should not be considered a recommendation to
purchase or sell any particular security.
As of 12/31/20, Mattel, Inc. constituted 4.40% of the Ariel
Small/Mid Cap Value Composite (representative portfolio);
Zebra Technologies Corporation 2.71%; Madison Square
Garden Entertainment Corp 3.92%; Masco Corporation 2.39%;
J.M. Smucker Company 2.31% and First American Financial
Corporation 2.16%. Portfolio holdings are subject to change.
The performance of any single portfolio holding is no indication
of the performance of other portfolio holdings of the Ariel
Small/Mid Cap Value Composite.
Index returns reflect the reinvestment of income and other
earnings. Indexes are unmanaged, and investors cannot invest
directly in an index. The Russell 2500™ Value Index measures
the performance of the small to mid-cap value segment
(companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower
forecasted growth values) of the U.S. equity universe. The
Russell 2500™ Index (a subset of the smallest 2500 companies
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of the Russell 3000® Index) measures the performance of
the small to mid-cap segment of the U.S. equity universe.
Frank Russell Company (“Russell”) is the source and owner
of the trademarks, service marks and copyrights related to
the Russell Indexes. Russell® is a trademark of Frank
Russell Company. Neither Russell nor its licensors accept
any liability for any errors or omissions in the Russell
Indexes or underlying data and no party may rely on any
Russell Indexes and/or underlying data contained in this
communication. No further distribution of Russell data is
permitted without Russell’s express written consent.
Russell does not promote, sponsor or endorse the content
of this communication.
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